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1 Introduction
A De Bruijn sequence of order k over the alphabet [k] = {0, . . . , k − 1} is
a sequence of words (xi)
kn
i=0 where wi ∈ [k]
n for every i and if i 6= j then
wi 6= wj . One can view De Bruin sequences as hamiltonian cycles in the De
Bruijn digraph DB(n, k), whose vertices are elements of [k]n and σ1 · · ·σn is
connected to τ1 · · · τn if and only if σi = τi+1 for every i. De Bruijn sequences
are named after N. G. De Bruijn, who studied them systematically in [1].
The generalization of De Bruijn sequences to infinite sequences with respect
to the order n has been studied in [2], in which it was shown that
Theorem 1 (Theorem 1 in [2]). Every de Bruijn sequence of order n in at least
three symbols can be extended to a de Bruijn sequence of order n+ 1. Every de
Bruijn sequence of order n in two symbols can not be extended to order n + 1,
but it can be extended to order n+ 2.
A natural question to ask is if this theorem is true with respect to the
alphabet. That is, we would like to understand if we can extend a De Bruijn
sequence of order n over alphabet k into a into a De Bruijn sequence of order n
and alphabet k + 1. We call a De Bruijn sequence with this property an Onion
De Bruijn sequence, as defined in 2.
In this paper we show that the answer to this question is positive. In fact,
we prove in Theorem 2 that the well known Prefer Max De Bruijn sequence has
this property, and in fact every sequence with this property behaves like the
Prefer max De Bruijn sequence.
We use the lower-case Greek letters σ, τ to denote symbols in the alphabet
[k] = {0, · · · , k − 1}, the lower-case Latin letters s, w, x, y, z to denote words in
[k]∗ for the same k, the lower-case Latin letters i, j,m to denote natural numbers
and indexes, and the lower-case Latin letters n and k to denote natural numbers
which will be constant parameters throughout the text.
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2 An infinite De Bruijn sequence
Definition 1. The (k, n)-prefer-max cycle, (wi)
kn−1
i=0 , is defined recursivaley by,
w0 = 0
n−1(k− 1) and if wi = σx then wi+1 = xτ where τ is the maximal letter
such that xτ /∈ {w0, . . . , wi}.
The prefer max De Bruijn was first defined and studied in the binary case
in [3] and in [4].
Our first result is an observation regarding the relation between the (k, n)-
prefer-max and the (k − 1, n)-prefer-max sequences:
Theorem 2 (Onion Theorem). For every k > 1, the (k − 1, n)−prefer-max
sequence is a suffix of the (k, n)-prefer-max sequence.
Proof. The proof goes by showing that {wkn+1, . . . , w(k+1)n} = [k]
n \ [k − 1]n.
We will say that a symbol τ is in w, and denote τ ∈ w, if there exist x, y such
that w = xτy. Let i0 = min{i : k − 1 /∈ wi}. By minimality, since σi0−n is the
only symbol that is in wi0−1 and is not in wi0 , we have that σi0−n = k − 1.
Since σi0 6= k−1 and because σi0−n+1 · · ·σi0−1(k−2) /∈ {w1, . . . , wi0−1} (it does
not contain the symbol k − 1), we get, by the construction of the prefer-max
sequence, that σi0 = k− 2. This means that there exists some i1 < i0 such that
wi1 = σi0−n+1 · · ·σi0−1(k − 1).
Assume, towards contradiction, that σi0−n+1 · · ·σi0−1 6= 0
n−1. In particular
wi1 6= 0
n−1(k − 1) which means that i1 > 1. Therefore, k − 1 ∈ wi1−1 and thus
k − 1 ∈ {σi1−n, . . . , σi1−1} = {σi1−n} ∪ {σi0−n+1, . . . , σi0−1}. Since the second
set in this union does not contain k−1, we get that σi1−n = k−1. This leads to
a contradiction because it means that wi1−1 = wi0−1 which cannot happen in a
De Bruijn sequence. This contradiction gives us that σi0−n+1 · · ·σi0−1 = 0
n−1.
The sequence is therefore as follows:
σ1, . . . , σi0−n−1, k − 1,
n-1 times
︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0
︸ ︷︷ ︸
all the wis here contain k − 1
, k − 2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
σi0
, σi0+1, . . . , σkn+1
To complete the argument, we need to show that all substrings of length n that
contain k − 1 appear before σi0 .
For w ∈ [k]n and 1 ≤ m ≤ n, let jm be such that wjm = w[m..n]0
m−1, where
w[m..n] is the n−m+1 letters suffix of w. Because zero is the smallest symbol
in our alphabet, we get that it is added by the prefer-max rule only if all the
other symbols cannot be added, i.e., when adding other symbols would generate
a substring that has already being seen before. Since w comes, as a window,
right before a word of the form w[2..n]τ for some τ ≥ 0, we have that w[2..n]0
comes after (or is equal to) w[2..n]τ which is after w. Similar arguments give
us that w[2..n]0 appears before w[3..n]02 which appears before w[4..n]03 and so
on. Together we get that j1 < j2 < · · · < jn. Note that wj1 = w, i.e, that w
appears as a window at the j1’s symbol of the sequence.
We will now show that if w contains the symbol k − 1 it must appear as a
substring before the i0’s symbol in the sequence, i.e., that j1 < i0. Consider
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first the case where the last (right-most) symbol of w is k − 1. In this case,
jn = i0 − 1 so we have, because j1 < jn, that w appears as a substring before
the i0’th symbol in the sequence. The second case is when the last (right-most)
symbol in w is not k−1 but there is another letter in w which is k−1. In this case
we have that w appears less than n steps after a window that ends with k−1 and
the window wi0−1 = (k− 1)0
n−1 does not appear in the windows between them
because they all contain k−1 at a letter that is not their first. Formally, we have
that there is some m < n such that j1 −m < i0, w ∈ {wj1−m, . . . , wj1−1} and
wi0−1 /∈ {wj1−m, . . . , wj1−1}. This gives us that, also in this case, the window
w appears before the index i0.
To conclude the proof we note that we established that the windows up to
the index i0 contain all and only the words in [k]
n \ [k − 1]n and that this part
of the sequence ends with n − 1 zeros and then the next part begins with the
symbol k − 2. This means that from this point on the prefer-max construction
acts exactly as it does when the sequence begins with k−2 so it must constructs
the (k − 1, n)-prefer-max sequence.
From Theorem 2, we can see that for every n, the (2, n)−prefer max se-
quence can be extended into the (3, n)−prefer max sequence, which could also
be extended into the (4, n)−prefer max sequence and so on. So we can con-
struct an infinite De Bruijn prefer max sequence of order n, which contains all
(k, n)−prefer-max De Bruijn sequences as suffixes.
3 Onion De Bruijn sequences
Definition 2. Let (xi)
∞
i=0 be a De Bruijn sequence of order n over the alphabet
N. We say that (xi)
∞
i=0 is an onion De Bruijn sequence of order n if for every
n, the subsequence (xi)
kn−1
i=0 is an (n, k)−De Bruijn sequence.
By the Onion Theorem 2, the De Bruijn prefer max sequences generate an
onion De Bruijn sequence, thus the definition is not meaningless. But the infinite
prefer max sequence is not the unique onion De Bruijn sequnce, as we can see
from the following construction:
For n > 2 and k > 3, let DB(n, k) denote the (n, k) De Bruijn graph, and
define the k-th Layer of DB(n, k) to be the subgraph Lay(n, k) ⊂ DB(n, k) in
which we removed the edges of DB(n, k − 1) ⊂ DB(n, k) (but keep all of the
vertices of DB(n, k)). It is known that (n, k)-De Bruijn sequences correspond
to Hamiltonian cycles on DB(n, k), which correspond to Eulerian cycles on
DB(n−1, k) (for more information on this correspondence, see for example [1]).
We know that Lay(n, k) is Eulerian, so we can choose a eulerian cycle for every
layer, assuming without loss of generality that the cycle starts at 0. Thus by
connecting all the eulerian cycles we get an onion De Bruijn. In fact, every
Onion De Bruijn sequence can be constructed in such a fashion, layer by layer.
Although there are Onion De Bruijn sequences which are not the Prefer
max De Bruijn sequence, they are not independent of it. The following theorem
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tells us that if we have an Onion De Bruijn sequence (xi)i ∈ On then it is the
infinite prefer max sequence from some point with respect to every element of
the sequence.
More formally, for every word y of length n−1, starting from some µy ∈ N0,
which depends upon y, the sequence behaves like the prefer max De Bruijn
sequence with perspective to y, i.e., the sequence {yσ : σ ≥ µy} where µy =
max yi appears in increasing order yσ ≺ y(σ + 1) ≺ y(σ + 2) ≺ . . . in (xi)i,
where we denote the prefix relation by ≺, i.e., xi ≺ xj if i < j.
Thus we can view the infinite prefer max sequence as the "Universal Onion
De Bruijn sequence", which all other onion De Bruijn sequences factor through.
Theorem 3. Let (xi)
∞
i=0 be an onion De Bruijn sequence of order n. Then
for every y = σ1 · · ·σn−1 ∈ N
n−1
0 the subsequence {yτ : τ ≥ µy} appears in
increasing order in (xi)
∞
i=0, where µy = maxi σi.
Proof. First, note that if µy = k−1 then the set {yσ : σ ≤ µy} is in the (k, n)−De
Bruijn prefix of the sequence (xi)
∞
i=0, and in fact s is in the (µx, n)−De Bruijn
prefix of the sequence (xi)
∞
i=0. Now lets assume towards contradiction that there
exists y ∈ [k]n and µy < σ1 < σ2 such that yσ2 comes before yσ1. Know since
µyσ1 = σ1 and µyσ2 = σ2, then yσ1 is in the (σ1, n)−De Bruijn prefix of the
sequence (xi)
∞
i=0 and yσ2 is in the (σ2, n)−De Bruijn prefix, but since (xi)
∞
i=0 is
an onion De Bruijn sequence then the (σ1, n)−De Bruijn prefix of the sequence
(xi)
∞
i=0 is it self a prefix of the the (σ2, n)−De Bruijn prefix of the sequence
(xi)
∞
i=0, so it can not be that yσ2 comes before yσ1.
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